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GOD
AND THE

ASTRONOMERS

In the Beginning

WHEN AN ASTRONOMER
his colleagues

assume he

writCS aboUt

is

God,

either over the hill

or going bonkers. In

my case it should be understood

from the

am

ters.

start that

However,

I

I

am

an agnostic in religious mat-

fascinated

by some strange de-

velopments going on in astronomy

—partly because

of their religious implications and partly because of
the peculiar reactions of

The

essence of the strange developments

the Universe had, in

began

my colleagues.

at a certain

some

sense, a

moment

in time,

cumstances that seem to make

now, but ever

—

to find out

11

beginning

it

is

—

that

that

it

and under

cir-

—not

just

impossible

what force or forces

"
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brought the world into being
it,

at that

Was

moment.

as the Bible says, that

''Thou, Lord, in the beginning hast laid the

foundations of the earth, and the

work of thine hands?

heavens are the

No scientist can answer that question; we can never
tell

whether the Prime Mover willed the world into

being, or the creative agent

was one of the

familiar

forces of physics; for the astronomical evidence

proves that the Universe was created twenty
lion years ago in a fiery explosion,

searing heat of that

needed for a

first

scientific

moment,

all

and

in

bil-

the

the evidence

study of the cause of the great

down and destroyed.
This is the crux of the new story of Genesis.

explosion was melted

It

has

been familiar for years as the "Big Bang" theory, and
has shared the limelight with other theories, especially the Steady State cosmology; but adverse evidence

has led to the

abandonment of the Steady

State theo-

ry by nearly everyone, leaving the Big Bang theory
exposed

as the

only adequate explanation of the

The general scientific

facts.

picture that leads to the Big

12

IN

Bang theory is well known.

we Hve

fifty years that

which

all

We have been aware for
expanding Universe, in

in an

the galaxies around us are

from us and one another
Universe

THE BEGINNING

moving

enormous

at

The
as if we are

speeds.

blowing up before our eyes,

is

apart

witnessing the aftermath of a gigantic explosion. If

we

retrace the motions of the

axies

backward

we

in time,

outward-moving

find that they

together, so to speak, fifteen or

twenty

gal-

come

all

billion years

ago.'^

At

that time

packed into
trillions

all

a dense mass, at

of degrees.

The

temperatures of

description.

sion of a cosmic

many

dazzling brilliance of the ra-

diation in this dense, hot Universe

beyond

was

the matter in the Universe

The

must have been

picture suggests the explo-

hydrogen bomb. The

instant in

which the cosmic bomb exploded marked the

birth

of the Universe.

*

The

by

exact

moment

in

which

this

happened

uncertain

is

several billion years. Because of this uncertainty,

picked twenty billion years, a round number,
of the Universe.

The

important point

is

not precisely

the cosmic explosion occurred, but that

it

have
age

when

occurred

sharply defined instant some billions of years ago.

13
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as the

at a
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Now we see how the astronomical evidence leads
to a biblical
tails differ,

ical

and

view of the origin of the world. The de-

but the essential elements in the astronom-

biblical

accounts of Genesis are the same:

man commenced suddefinite moment in time, in a

the chain of events leading to

denly and sharply
flash of light

Some

at a

and energy.

scientists are

unhappy with

the idea that the

world began in this way. Until recently many of my
colleagues preferred the Steady State theory,

holds that the Universe had no beginning and
nal.

But the

that the Big

latest

Bang

years ago. In 1965

evidence makes
really did

Arno

occur

it

which
is

eter-

almost certain

many

millions of

Penzias and Robert Wilson

of the Bell Laboratories discovered that the earth

is

bathed in a faint glow of radiation coming from

every direction in the heavens.

The measurements

showed that the earth itself could not be the origin of
this radiation,

nor could the radiation come from the

direction of the
lar

moon, the

object in the sky.

The

sun, or

any other particu-

entire Universe

seemed to

be the source.

The two physicists were puzzled by
ery. They were not thinking about the
14

their discov-

origin of the

IN

THE BEGINNING

Universe, and they did not realize that they had

stumbled upon the answer to one of the cosmic mysteries. Scientists

who

believed in the theory of the

Big Bang had long asserted that the Universe must

have resembled a white-hot

moments
as the

after the Big

fireball in the

very

Bang occurred. Gradually,

Universe expanded and cooled, the

would have become

less brilliant,

would have never disappeared
glow of

first

but

its

fireball

radiation

was the

entirely. It

this ancient radiation, dating

back to

the birth of the Universe, that Penzias and

Wilson

diffuse

apparently discovered.*

No explanation other than the Big Bang
found for the

fireball radiation.

has convinced almost the

last

that the radiation discovered

The

has been

clincher,

which

doubting Thomas,

is

by Penzias and Wilson

has exactly the pattern of wavelengths expected for
the light and heat produced in a great explosion. Sup-

porters of the Steady State theory have tried desperately to find an alternative explanation, but they have

Ralph Alpher and Robert Herman predicted the fireball
no one paid attention to their prediction. They were ahead of their time.
*

radiation in 1948 but

15
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failed.

At

the present time, the Big

Bang theory has

no competitors.
Theologians generally are delighted with the
proof that the Universe had a beginning, but astron-

omers

are curiously upset.

Their reactions provide

an interesting demonstration of the response of the
scientific

mind

—supposedly

a

very objective mind

—when evidence uncovered by
a conflict
It

with the

science itself leads to

articles of faith in

our profession.

turns out that the scientist behaves the

way

the

rest of us

do when our beliefs are in conflict with the

evidence.

We become irritated, we pretend the con-

flict

does not

exist,

or

we

paper

ingless phrases.

16

it

over with mean-

!i

ALPHER AND HERMAN.
Robert Herman below right
cosmic

fireball in 1948,

Gamow

Ralph Alpher below left and
had predicted the existence of the

while they were working with George

opposite on the "Big Bang'' theory of the creation of the

elements.

Alpher and Herman calculated that when the Universe was
young it was very hot, and filled with an intense glow of radiation
that should

still

be visible today in a weakened form.

radiation could be detected,

fireball

it

If

this

would prove

cosmic

that the

Universe began in an explosion.

Ralph Alpher

and Robert Herman

left

Sensitive instruments, adequate to detect the

cosmic

fireball,

already existed as a result of radar

remnant of the

work

in

World

War II, but scientists familiar with these instruments either did not
know about the work of Alpher and Herman, or did not take it
Herman said recently, "There was no doubt in our
minds that we had a very interesting result, but the reaction of the
seriously.

astronomical community ranged from skeptical to hostile."
Later,

when

the discovery of the fireball radiation turned out to

be one of the great

scientific

events of

all

time, Alpher

and Herman

received belated recognition and several prizes from learned
societies.

18

George

Gamow
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DISCOVERY OF THE COSMIC FIREBALL.

In 1965 Arno
made
one of the
left
modern astronomy. By acci-

Penzias below right and Robert Wilson below
greatest discoveries in 500 years of

dent, they detected the cosmic fireball radiation that Alpher

Herman had

predicted.

horn antenna

visible in

oversized ear trumpet,

and

The discovery was made with the large
the background. The horn, built like an
is

sensitive to faint radio whispers that

travel through the Universe.

Penzias and Wilson were not looking for clues to the beginning
of the world

when

they

made

their discovery.

equipment, they noticed an unexplained
radio receiver. Looking for

its

static

While

testing their

coming out of

their

cause, they crawled inside the horn

opposite and discovered pigeons roosting in the rear. After the

pigeons and their

litter

Apparently the

static

was some kind

of

was not due to a defect
radiation from space.

A

were removed, the

static noise persisted.

in the equipment, but

had heard on the
from the fireball that filled
the Universe at the beginning of its existence. Penzias and Wilson
realized they had detected the fireball. The rest is scientific history.
friend told Penzias about a lecture he

possibility of finding radiation left over

1^^

.,:£j^

Arno Penzias

right

and Robert Wilson

20

Penzias right and Wilson inside the horn
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Slipher, de Sitter

THE

and Einstein

SCIENTIFIC STORY of

1913,

something

when Vesto Melvin
else,

Geiiesis begins in

Slipher

needless to say

—looking for

—discovered

that

about a dozen galaxies in our vicinity were moving

away from the
to

two

was the

earth at very high speeds, ranging

up

million miles per hour. Slipher's discovery
first

hint that the Universe

was expanding.

Slipher reported his extraordinary finding at a

meeting of the American Astronomical Society in
Evanston,

Illinois in

1914.

John

Miller,

been Slipher's professor, was present

who had

at the meeting.

In 1937 he described the scene to John Hall,

now Di-

rector of Lowell Observatory at Flagstaff where

23
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Slipher

made

his discovery,

and recently Dr. Hall

passed the account on to me. Slipher presented his
results in a cautious

manner and with

but his slides clearly revealed the
a

change in the color of the

great modesty,

tell-tale

light

from

"red shift,"

these distant

galaxies that indicated, to the trained eye, an enor-

mously rapid motion away from the
said Professor Miller,

"something happened which

have never seen before or since
ing.

I

meet-

at a scientific

Everyone stood up and cheered." Although the

assembled astronomers did not
Slipher's discovery meant, they
this

earth. ''Then,"

know

exactly

what

had a gut feeling that

discovery must be of earth-shaking importance.

One of the people in Slipher's audience was Edwin
Hubble, who, as we will see, later picked up Slipher's
clues and built them into a new picture of the Universe.

Meanwhile, on the other side of the Atlantic

by now it was wartime

—Einstein published

tions of general relativity in 1917.
a

—and

his

Willem de

equa-

Sitter,

Dutch astronomer, found a solution to them almost

immediately that predicted an exploding Universe,
in

which the

galaxies of the heavens

24

moved

rapidly

SLIPHER

away from one

another. This

was

just

what Slipher

had observed. However, because of the interruption
of communications

know

did not

by

the war, de Sitter probably

about Slipher's observations

at that

time.

Einstein had failed to notice that his theory predicted an expanding Universe. Later,
that Einstein had missed

Universe solution to
the discovery

him

equations. This time

was made by a Russian mathematician,

Alexander Friedmann.

made

turned out

another expanding-

still

own

his

it

He

found that Einstein had

schoolboy error in algebra which caused

a

to overlook the additional solutions. In effect,

Einstein had divided
culations.

This

is

a

by zero

no-no

one point in

in mathematics.

Friedmann corrected the

popped

at

his cal-

As soon as

error, the missing solution

out.

As an

aside, Einstein

seems to have been quite put

out by Friedmann's discovery of

his mistake,

because

in a rare display of discourtesy he ignored Fried-

mann's

letter describing the

when Friedmann
schrift fiir

new

solution;

and then,

published his results in the Zeit-

Physik in 1922, Einstein wrote

25

a short
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note to the Zeitschrift calling Friedmann's result "suspicious,"

and proving that Friedmann was

wrong. In fact, Einstein's proof was wrong.

Friedmann wrote Einstein shortly

after Einstein's

note appeared in the Zeitschrift, timidly pointing out
that the master

must have made another mistake.

Friedmann was very respectful

in his letter to the

world-famous scientist, and clearly reluctant to challenge him. Every

with

young person who

has quarreled

his senior professor, at great peril to his job,

knows the terror that must have been in Friedmann's
heart

when

gebra,
let

he wrote, after correcting Einstein's

"Most honored

me know whether

professor,

do not

al-

hesitate to

the calculations presented in

this letter are correct."

But Friedmann clearly

felt that

he had discovered

something of great importance, and

this

must have

given him courage, for then he went on, mindful of
Einstein's initial silence, "I particularly ask
to delay

showing

and

finally,

"In the case that you find

my cal-

your answer to
his teeth,

you not

culations to be correct,

.

.

this letter,"

.

a correction."

26

you

will perhaps submit

SLIPHER
acknowledged

Finally, Einstein

double error

his

in a letter to the Zeitschrift in 1923, in

which he

wrote, ''My objection [to the Friedmann
rested

on an error

in calculation.

I

letter]

consider Mr.

Friedmann's results to be correct and illuminating."
Einstein had accepted the legitimacy of his

own

brainchild.

Getting back to de

Sitter, his theoretical predic-

tion of an expanding Universe
sion
I.

on astronomers immediately

For the

first

saw the

time, they

in Slipher's discovery of the
axies.

Hubble

sult that

the

Sitter's

World War

larger significance

outward-moving

gal-

said later that

it

was mainly de

Sitter's re-

had influenced him to take up the study of

Around

this time, signs

among

complain.

Slipher had left off.

of irritation began to ap-

the scientists. Einstein

He was

disturbed

verse that blows up, because

had a beginning. In a
in a

after

work and made a big to-do over

moving galaxies where

pear

a great impres-

Arthur Eddington, the English astronomer,

picked up de
it.

made

it

letter to

box of old records

in

by

first

to

the idea of a Uni-

implied that the world

de Sitter

Leiden

27

was the

a

—discovered

few years ago
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Einstein wrote "This circumstance [of an expanding

Universe]

irritates

me," and in another

the expanding Universe,

letter

about

"To admit such possibilities

seems senseless."

This
sion of

is

curiously emotional language for a discus-

some mathematical formulas.

the idea of a beginning in time

cause of

its

I

suppose that

annoyed Einstein be-

theological implications.

We

know

had well-defined feelings about God, but not

he

as the

Creator or the Prime Mover. For Einstein, the existence of
is,

God was proven by the laws of nature; that

the fact that there

man could
York

discover

was order

it.

believe in

believe in Spinoza's

orderly

and

When Einstein came to New

in 1921 a rabbi sent

"Do you

in the Universe

him

God?" and
God, who

a

telegram asking,

Einstein replied, "I

reveals himself in the

harmony of what exists."

Returning to the story of the expanding Universe,
Slipher continued his labors, collecting the light

from ever more
speeds.

A

distant galaxies

and measuring

few astronomers made

similar measure-

ments and confirmed the accuracy of
for the most part, he

worked

28

their

alone.

his results,

By

but

1925 he had

SLIPHER
clocked the velocities of 42 galaxies. Nearly
retreating

from the earth

at

all

were

high speeds. These ac-

complishments placed Slipher in the ranks of the
small group of

men who have, by accident or design,

uncovered some element of the Great Plan.

29

RETREATING GALAXIES.
Melvin

Vesto

Slipher

right

mo-

discovered the retreating
of

tion

the

galaxies

around

1913. His discovery, like

many

was
had been

great findings in science,

Slipher

accidental.

studying the

Andromeda neb-

ula at the request of Percival

Lowell below, director of the

Observatory in FlagAt that time the Andromeda nebula was not known to
be a spiral galaxy, and was a
Lowell

staff.

Vesto Melvin Slipher

Lowell thought
still

this

nebula might be a solar system

in the process of birth. Since a

likely to

be rotating, Slipher's

or swirling motion, in the

known

first

newly forming

task

Andromeda

was

moving

any

of

hour.

In

Slipher

was

relative to the earth at a

speed

700,000
the

found

miles

per

following year,

about

that

a

dozen galaxies within the range
of his telescope were
rapidly

He

away from

moving

the earth.

did not realize that he had

stumbled upon the

first

evidence

for the expanding Universe.

Perdval Lowell

30

solar system

galaxy, or nebula as

rotation, but he discovered in-

stead that the entire galaxy

but
is

to look for a rotation,

then.

Slipher failed to detect

like ours,

it

was

AN HISTORIC MEETING.

on the rapid moa meeting of the American
Astronomical Society in Evanston, Illinois. When he was finished,
his colleagues rose and applauded him in a spontaneous tribute to
tion

of the galaxies in 1914,

Slipher reported
at

the extraordinary nature of his findings.

The photograph below records

the historic occasion of this

meeting. The participants are gathered in front of the Engineering

campus of Northwestern University. The seventysix Society members who attended the meeting represented a large
fraction of the astronomers living in America at that time. This
Building on the

fact indicates the

modest

scale of early astronomical research in

America.

Astronomers

at the

Evanston Meeting

Edwin Hubble stands in the front row at right, Hubble, then an
astronomy student, was elected to membership in the Society at
the Evanston meeting. Slipher is at left in the rear (circle), Hubble
understood the
them,

significance of Slipher's results; later, he used

with

his

to create a

new

together

Humason,

full

own measurements and
picture of the Universe.

31

those

of

THE KAPTEYN UNIVERSE.
astonomers

at

This photograph of a group of

Yerkes Observatory shows Slipher, far

]acobus Kapteyn, facing

left

and

right,

and

identifiable as the only barehead-

ed person in the group. Kapteyn, one of the pioneer explorers of
the Galaxy, counted the

number

of stars visible in various direc-

and concluded that our solar system must be in
the center of the Galaxy and may be in the center of the Universe.
This idea known as the Kapteyn Universe— made astrontions in the sky,

—

32

omers, including Kapteyn himself, uneasy.

Today we know

the sun

is

from the center of our Galaxy.

far

Slipher found the reason for Kapteyn's error: thick clouds of dust,
drifting in interstellar space,

block the light from the myriad

stars near the actual center of the

we

Galaxy, and

make

it

appear that

are at the center. Unfortunately, Slipher's results passed almost

unnoticed, and the debate over the sun-centered Universe continued for another 15 years.

33

Willem de

Sitter

around 1898

34

DE SITTER.

Willem de

key role

in the

sequence of events that established the expanding

Universe

as

an

Sitter,

accepted

fact.

a Dutch astronomer, played a

De

Sitter

was born

in

the

Netherlands in 1872, and studied astronomy in the University at

Groningen under Kapetyn. He received

his

Ph.D. degree

in 1897,

Cape Town, South Africa, observThe photograph opposite shows
him as a young man in the Cape Town Observatory.
In 1898 de Sitter met Eleanora Suermondt in Cape Town and
married her there. They had two boys and two girls. His daughter,
Theodora Smit, remembers him as a very good father. "No matter
how busy he was, he spent Sunday with the family," Mrs. Smit
recalls. He was very friendly and always helped the children with
and spent the next two years

ing southern-hemisphere

their

in

stars.

mathematics lessons.

Willem and Eleanora de

De

Sitter

Groningen in 1899, moved to Leiden in
became director of the Observatory at Leiden in 1919.
The photograph above shows the de Sitters in the Observatory
garden around 1932. De Sitter died in Leiden in 1935.
Sitter returned to

1908, and

35

THEORY OF AN EXPANDING UNIVERSE.

Although
measurements on the moving galaxies implied the
Universe was expanding, no one realized this immediately. De SitSlipher's

ter,

opposite, standing at right,

made

a theoretical discovery a few

years later that brought the concept of the expanding Universe to
the forefront of attention.

That story begins
Berlin, sent a
tivity to

de

copy of

in 1916,
his

when

Einstein, opposite, then in

paper on the equations of general

Sitter in Leiden.

De

rela-

Sitter studied Einstein's equations,

and discovered that they had an expanding-Universe solution.
Einstein did not like the solution because it implied that the world
had an abrupt beginning. However, many astronomers were intrigued by the "de Sitter Universe," in which everything moved
away from everything else, and began to think of ways to detect
the expansion.

As an

aside,

de

Sitter also set in

motion the

catapulted Einstein to world fame.
stein's

When

de

paper on relativity in 1916, he passed

dington, opposite, seated at

left,

train of events that
Sitter received Einit

on

to

a British astronomer. Eddington

was a superb mathematician and quickly grasped
the theory.

work

He acclaimed it as "a revolution

the essence of

of thought," and set to

to organize the eclipse expedition that

Einstein's ideas in 1919.

Arthur Ed-

proved the validity of

The expedition measured

the bending of

light by gravity — an effect predicted by relativity. The dramatic

verification of Einstein's theory

made him

the best-known scientist

in the world.

Hendrick Antoon Lorentz, opposite, seated at

Dutch
which

whose work provided much

physicist

Einstein built the theory of special relativity. Einstein con-

sidered Lorentz the greatest scientist he

Lorentz,

have met

"He meant more
in

my

to

frequent

me

had known. He

personally than

said about

anybody

else

I

lifetime."

The photograph was taken
stein's

of the

was a
foundation on
right,

visits.

in Leiden in 1923, during

Einstein usually stayed with Paul Ehrenfest,

opposite, center, one of his closest friends,

view of academic

one of Ein-

formalities.

36

who

shared his relaxed

de

Einstein

Sitter

Ehrenfest

Eddington

Lorentz

37

EINSTEIN
visit to

AND DE

SITTER.

Einstein

met de

Sitter

during a

California in 1932, and discussed de Sitter's theory of the

expanding Universe at the blackboard above.
Einstein resisted de Sitter's theory for

many

years after they

corresponded in 1917, but Hubble's observations on the speeds
and distances of the galaxies finally convinced him that the theory
was correct. Shortly before his death, he told a visitor that he fully
first

accepted the idea of "a beginning."

38

EINSTEIN

AND LEMAITRE.

During

Einstein's stay in the

United States, he met Georges Lemaitre above
priest

who

right,

a Belgian

studied astronomy under Eddington at Cambridge. In

1927 Lemaitre had discovered an expanding-universe solution to
Einstein's equations of general relativity. Lemaitre's solution

was

one Friedmann had found several years earlier. Friedmann's work had gone unnoticed by astronomers, but Lemaitre's

similar to the

theory was publicized by Eddington and became widely known.

39

Hubble and Humason

AFTER
.

1925, Slipher dropped the study of the

galaxies

left the field,

and turned to other problems. As he

Hubble and Humason entered

began to follow up on
scopes on

his

Mount Wilson.

work with

it,

and

the large tele-

Slipher himself had never

reaUzed the connection between his measurements

and the expanding Universe; he had a completely

moving

different explanation for the

he had played a crucial

*

role.

Many

Slipher believed that the galaxy to

galaxies.'^

Yet

years afterward,

which the sun be-

longed was drifting through space, carrying the sun and
earth with

it.

According to

this interpretation, the

ent motions of the other galaxies

our

own movement.
41

were only

appar-

a reflection of
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Hubble wrote about
first

Slipher's measurements,

new field is the great step. Once
the way is clear and all may follow."

step in a

taken,

But Hubble saw the connection
the golden touch, the knack of

He

portant problems.

clearly.

tween

Slipher's results

cepts fashioned
tions.

by de

then the world's

had

first

relation be-

and the bold theoretical conSitter

in a great undertaking.

power of

the

He

seems to have been the

out of Einstein's equa-

Hubble persuaded Milton Humason

would turn

it is

working on the im-

American astronomer to understand the

him

"The

largest,

Working

to join

together, they

the 100-inch telescope,

on the problem of the mov-

ing galaxies.

The

techniques for measuring the speeds of the

galaxies required infinite patience

son, a self-taught astronomer
a mule-train driver

Observatory, was
of "exquisite
to

and janitor

known

skill." It

set to

work.

care.

had started out

great enterprise.

years

as

Mount Wilson
colleagues as a man

was natural for Hubble

Many

Huma-

at the

to his

Humason for help in the

son

who

and

later,

to turn

Huma-

Hubble wrote

with affection about their partnership, "Humason
assembled spectra of nebulae and
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attempted to

es-
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timate their distances

were spectacular.

.

.

.

Humason's adventures

He first observed some of Slipher's

nebulae, and then,

when

he was sure of

his tech-

niques, and confident of his results, he set forth.

From cluster to cluster he marched with giant strides
right out to the limit of the 100-inch."

Humason clocked the speeds of many galaxies too
distant

and

faint to

He

inch instrument.
to a distance of

and throughout

be seen by Slipher with

probed the depths of space out

more than 100
this

his 24-

million light years,

enormous region

all

the galaxies

he measured confirmed Slipher's discovery; every

one was moving away from the earth

Some were

at a

high speed.

retreating at the extraordinary speed of

100 million miles an hour.

While Humason measured the speeds of the galaxies,

Hubble measured

their distances.

were the missing pieces

in the puzzle.

The

A picture of a

galaxy taken through a telescope does not
far
size

away

it is,

because an object that

and extremelv bright

if it is

very

distant.

majestic objects,

space?

Or were

may

Were

sailing

distances

is

tell

how

enormous

in

look small and faint

the spiral galaxies large,

through the reaches of

they relatively small and nearby bits
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of luminous matter? Until astronomers decided be-

tween these

possibilities for the

luminous

spirals,

they had no hope of deciphering the meaning in their
rapid motions.

A few astronomers held the first view; they argued
that the spirals^
axies,

were

island universes or true gal-

enormously large and enormously distant, each

containing billions of

stars.

In their opinion, the sun

belonged to one island universe of stars among
that dotted the vastness of space.

mers

felt

verses,

many

But other astrono-

uncomfortable with the idea of island uni-

which relegated our

nificant place in the larger

entire galaxy to an insig-

scheme of

things.

They

preferred the second theory, which held that the

luminous

spirals

were

small,

nearby objects

—

little

pin-wheels of gas, swirling in the space between the
stars.

Some proponents

of this view even argued that

each spiral was a newborn solar system, with a star

forming in the center of the
*

At

the time these objects

spiral

were

and

a family of

called "spiral nebulas"

because no one

knew whether

or not they were true gal-

The term

"spiral galaxy"

came

axies.

as a result of

Hubble's work.
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into use later, largely
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planets condensing out of the streamers of gas around
it.

And James Jeans,

spirals

were

still

a British physicist,

thought the

more mysterious; he suggested

that

they could be places where matter and energy were

pouring into our Universe from some other universe
existing in another dimension, like gas escaping

one room into another through

Hubble

a

from

crack in the wall.

settled the controversy. First, using the

100-inch telescope, he photographed several nearby
spiral galaxies

with great

care,

and showed that each

one contained enormous numbers of separate
His photographs proved that the
island universes, or galaxies,

spirals

very

stars.

were indeed

much

like

our

Galaxy.

Furthermore, since the

many
ent

seen in the telescope was quite small.

implication

first

The

was that they were extremely far away

far outside the boundaries of

the

contained so

they must be very large; yet their appar-

stars

size, as

spiral galaxies

our Galaxy. This was

clear indication of the great size of the

Uni-

verse.

Exactly

how

thought that

if

far

he

away were

knew

the spirals?

Hubble

the answer to that question,

he could solve the mystery of Slipher's retreating gal-

*^
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He used a simple method for judging distance;

axies.

in fact,

who

it is

the same

drives along a

method used by every person

narrow road on

a dark,

moonless

night. If a car approaches traveling in the opposite
direction, the driver judges

brightness of
the car

is

its

close; if

how far away it is by the

headlights. If the lights are bright,

they are dim, the car

is

far

away.

Following the same reasoning, Hubble judged the
distance to other galaxies
stars

they contained.

He

thumb: the fainter the
distant

it

was.

by

the brightness of the

used the driver's rule of

stars in the galaxy, the

In this way,

Hubble

arrived at values for the dis-

tances to about a dozen nearby galaxies.

*

An

The majori-

accurate measurement of galactic distances

method

is

more

^

complicated by the fact that some

by

this

stars in a gal-

axy are much brighter than others. Hubble used a certain
known as a Cepheid variable, whose true brightness was known from the properties of similar stars in our

kind of star

own

method works out to distances of about
10 miUion light years. Beyond that point, the Cepheid variables in other galaxies are too faint to be seen. For still
greater distances Hubble developed other methods, such as
galaxy. This

using the brightness of the entire galaxy as an indication of
its

distance.
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ty were

more than

a million light years

the distance to the farthest one
light

y ears.

away, and

was seven million

"^

These distances were staggering; they were
greater than the size of our galaxy,
light years.

verse

was

which

is

far

100,000

A few people had guessed that the Uni-

large,

ments, no one

but until Hubble made

measure-

his

knew how big a place it really is.

Next, armed with

his list

of distance measure-

ments, Hubble turned back to Slipher's values for the
speeds of these same galaxies, augmented
son's

more recent

against distance

on

observations.
a sheet of

away

a galaxy

plotted speed

graph paper, and

rived at the amazing relationship
law: the farther

He

by Huma-

is,

ar-

known as Hubble's
the faster

This is the law of the expanding Universe.

it

moves.

The same

law had been predicted by de

Sitter

Einstein's theory of relativity.

The agreement made

a

basis of

tremendous impression on astronomers.

Now both

theory and observation pointed to an

expanding Universe and
Einstein resisted the

*

on the

A light year

is

a

beginning in time.

new developments and

6 trillion miles.
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held
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onto

of a

his idea

1930,

when

from Berlin
Hubble's

unchanging Universe

static,

he traveled halfway around the world
to Pasadena to visit

Hubble.

looked through

He studied

his telescope,

and

"New

ob-

by Hubble and Humason concerning

the

plates,

announced himself convinced.
servations

until

He

said,

make

red shift of light in distant nebulae

it

appear

likely that the general structure of the Universe

is

not static."

Around

1930, the

verse derived

model of the expanding Uni-

by Freidmann

—and

a similar

Universe derived by Georges Lemaitre

widely known.

Of

kind of

—became

course, at the same time

Hubble

published his famous law on the expansion of the
Universe.

And

concurrently there was a great deal

of discussion about the fact that the second law of

thermodynamics, applied to the Cosmos, indicates
the Universe

is

running

down

like a clock. If

running down, there must have been a time

was

fully

wound

up.

it is

when

it

Arthur Eddington, the most

distinguished British astronomer of his day, wrote
"If our views are right,

somewhere between the be-

ginning of time and the present day
the winding

up of the

universe.''
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we must

When

place

that oc-
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curred, and

Who or what wound up

were questions

that

bemused

the Universe,

theologians, physicists

and astronomers, particularly in the 1920's and
1930's.
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Hubble

at the 100-inch telescope
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MEASURE-

HOBBLE'S

MENTS OF DISTANCES.
Around 1928, Hubble undertook to determine whether the
Universe really was expanding.
Before he began his work, the
picture of an expanding Universe did not have a firm foundation; astronomers did not
believe in it because de Sitter's
evidence was entirely theoreti-

and Slipher's measurements
were too incomplete to be concal,

vincing.

Hubble's first step was to find
out what the mysterious spiral
"nebulas" were. Photographing
these objects with the 100-inch
telescope left, then the world's
largest, he found that they contained vast

numbers of

indivi-

dual stars. Hubble's photographs convinced astronomers
that spiral nebulas were true
galaxies, or island universes.
Hubble's next step was to
find out how far away the galaxies were. He proceeded to

measure

their distances, using,

as a yardstick, a certain kind of
star

true

called

a Cepheid,

was

brightness

from studies of

whose

known

similar stars in

our

own

galaxy.

From

gree

of

faintness

Cepheid
galaxies,
he

the de-

of

in
other
could estimate the distances to

stars

these galaxies.
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THE ANDROMEDA NEBULA.

These photographs of the

Andromeda nebula show how Hubble proved
spiral,

and other objects

stars or island universes.

like

it

that this luminous

were galaxies of

in the heavens,

Viewed at low magnification opposite,
glow of light. (The spots of light

the nebula appears as a diffuse

scattered across the photograph are stars in our

own

galaxy.) But

glow in the photograph
reveals a mottled appearance caused by countless separate stars.
careful examination of the luminous

These individual

stars are clearly visible in

a detailed photograph of

a small portion of the rim of the nebula, below.

The

bright region in the center of the galaxy

dense cluster of

stars, so close together that

is

an extremely

they cannot be seen

separately even in the largest telescope. These stars are very old,

and were the first to form when the galaxy was born.
The two luminous spots above and below the galaxy are small
satellite galaxies held captive by the gravitational attraction of
Andromeda, as the moon is held captive by the earth. Each
satellite

An

galaxy contains several billion

enlarged view of the rim of the

stars.

Andromeda Nebula
52

The Andromeda Nebula
53

Humason on Mount Wilson

HUM ASON'S MEASUREMENTS OF SPEED. While Hubble
photographed the receding galaxies and measured

Humason above measured
determining speeds, also

their distances,

Humason's technique for
used by Slipher, depended on a slight
their speeds.

—

known as the red shift — in the light emitted
from moving galaxies. Humason was exceptionally skilled in
change in color

handling the giant telescopes during the long time exposures

Some of
even when

required in the case of very distant and faint galaxies.
these galaxies were so faint as to be invisible to the eye,

viewed through a large telescope.

Although the cosmic interpretation of the measurements was
54

Measuring the red

shift of

due mainly

Hubble,

to

a galaxy

Humason played an

joint venture that established the

During

his career,

In the

law of the expanding Universe.

he measured the speeds of 620 galaxies.

photograph above, Humason measures the red

galaxy by comparing the colors in

its

ordinary, non-moving source of light.

holds the half-inch

slip of glass

galaxy was recorded

when

A

essential role in the

shift of

a

spectrum to those of an

The

stage of the microscope

on which the spectrum of the
was made at the telescope.

the exposure

large part of the evidence for the expanding Universe resides in

these small pieces of glass.
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THE MOUNT WILSON TELESCOPE.
on Mount Wilson above provided proof
56

The 100-inch

telescope

that the spiral nebulas

were island universes. This telescope was the
in the 1920's,

when Hubble

did his

57

first

largest in the

work on

world

the spiral galaxies.

THE 200-INCH TELESCOPE.

Hubble and Humason continued their study of the galaxies at the 200-inch telescope on
Palomar Mountain. This instrument, completed in 1948, was in its
turn the largest instrument in the world until a few years ago,

when

the

USSR

completed a telescope with a 236-inch mirror.
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HUBBLE IN THE OBSERVER'S CAGE. An
working with the 200-inch telescope often

sits in

astronomer

the observer's

and narrow tube at the top of the
structure of girders. The photograph above shows Hubble at work
in the cage. The view is down the telescope tube. The mirror is
cage, located inside the long

visible

55 feet below.
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Two

Biographies

Edwin Powell Hubble

Edwin Powell Hubble
62

—

Edwin Powell Hubble was an exceptional man among scientists
athlete, scholar, soldier, lawyer and astronomer. Hubble was

born

in Marshfield, Missouri,

children.

He won

November

20, 1889,

one of seven

a scholarship to the University of Chicago,

was very active in college athletics, and
champion basketball team of the West. At one

studied physics there,

played with the

point he boxed the French champion, Carpentier.
In 1910 he graduated

from the University of Chicago, and was

awarded a Rhodes scholarship. On returning to the United States,
he practiced law in Louisville, Kentucky. He "chucked the law for
astronomy" and returned to Chicago for graduate work in 1914.
Hubble enlisted in the Army at the start of World War I, was
commissioned a Captain, and later became a Major. He was
wounded in November, 1918, returned to the United States the
following year, and went to Pasadena to begin his study of the
galaxies.

In 1924,

Hubble married Grace Burke

ble's colleagues at

Mount

Wilson,

in Pasadena.

W. W.

One

of

Hub-

Wright, gave Mrs. Hub-

husband before their marriage: "He is
a hard worker. He wants to find out about the Universe; that
shows how young he is."
Hubble worked without interruption at Mount Wilson and later
at Palomar Mountain, with the exception of a tour of duty at
Aberdeen Proving Grounds during World War II. His great
ble a character sketch of her

achievements with the 100-inch telescope, pushing
to the limit of
telescopes.

used

it

its

He worked on

from

its

this

range, proved the potential value of

instrument
still

larger

the design of the 200-inch telescope

and

completion in 1948 until his death in 1953.

Hubble was always sensitive to the larger implications in his
results, and their relation to the theories of de Sitter and others,
but in his system of values what could be seen through a telescope
ranked well above a theoretical idea. The concluding sentence of
The Realm of Nebula, Hubble's classic account of the galaxies,
expresses his working philosophy: "Not until the empirical
resources are exhausted, need we pass on to the dreamy realms of
speculation."
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As a

college athlete in 1909 left

64

With

his sister

Lucy

in

1917

65

On Mount

Wilson

in

1923

66

With Jeans and Adams

at the

Mount Wilson Observatory

67

Inspecting the 100-inch telescope with Jeans in 1932

6S
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In the

darkroom

at the 200-inch telescope
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around 1950

Albert Einstein

Albert Einstein

72

Albert Einstein was born in
signs of genius as a child,

Germany

in 1879.

and did rather poorly

He showed no
One of

in school.

Einstein's teachers told his father, "It doesn't matter

what he does;

he will never amount to anything."

Germany and Italy, and graduated
from engineering school in Zurich in 1901. He had trouble getting
a job afterwards. Finally, in 1902, he started to work at the Swiss
Patent Office in Bern. The work was to his liking, and he spent his
Einstein attended schools in

spare time thinking about science. There, in 1905, he wrote the
first

paper on the theory of

relativity.

at the time said later that the years

unknown, were probably

Someone who knew Einstein
he spent in Bern, virtually

the happiest of his

life.

In 1903 Einstein married Mileva Marie, a Serbian physics stu-

dent.

They had two

sons. Philipp Frank,

who knew the Einsteins a

was very happy with his
children, but "life with [Mileva] was not always the source of
peace and happiness." The Einsteins were divorced in 1913, and
shortly after Einstein married his cousin, Elsa. However, he remained on friendly terms with Mileva and the boys.
By that time, Einstein was established in Berlin as a member of
the Prussian Academy of Sciences and a University professor. His
colleagues recognized his greatness, and the public lionized him.
World fame had come to Einstein overnight in 1919, when a
few years

later,

said that Einstein

Royal Society that Einhad toppled the 300-year-old theory
of Newton. The astronomers had found that Einstein's theory accurately predicted the bending of rays of light by the sun's gravity,
which Newton's theory had failed to do. A portrait of Newton
looked down on the proceedings, and Alfred Whitehead, the
mathematician and philosopher, was present and said later, "The
atmosphere of intense interest was exactly that of a Greek drama."
From then on, Einstein became the object of a public interest
whose intensity was dismaying to him. He wrote to another
physicist about the publicity, "[It is] so bad I can hardly breathe."
Einstein's personality contributed to his fame as much as his
British eclipse expedition reported to the
stein's

new theory

of gravity

73

scientific

achievements. His disposition was extraordinarily pleas-

ant and good-humored; Philipp Frank writes of "the laughter that

welled up from the very depths of his being/' Einstein's manner

had an unprofessorial informality; according to Frank, he talked
to university officials in the same tone with which he spoke to his
grocer, and while most people were pleased by his style, "persons

who

occupied an important social position" were not so pleased.

During the

many,

1920's,

Einstein

appearing in

when

anti-Semitism was on the

became the lightning rod

German

life at

that time.

for

He

much

left

rise in

Ger-

of the ugliness

Berlin for

good

in

1932, and spent a term in Pasadena as a visiting professor at the

came to Princeton
newly established Institute
for Advanced Study. Einstein became an American citizen in 1940
by an Act of Congress. He continued to work on problems in
California Institute of Technology. In 1933 he

as the

first

member

of the staff of the

theoretical physics in Princeton until his death in 1955.
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As

a child

75

afra:

As a young man

in the

Swiss patent office
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In 1916,

when he

published the theory of general relativity

11

In 1932, as visiting professor in California

7S

VMtii Eka, his second >%ife

79

Taking the oath of citizenship
tary Helen

in

1940 with stepdaughter Margot right and secre-

Dukas
80

81

At the blackboard

in Princeton

82

In his later years
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The Law

of the Expanding

Universe

THE HUBBLE LAW
in science:

it is

is

onc of the great discoveries

the foundation of the scientific

story of Genesis. Yet

it is

a

mysterious law.

Why

should a galaxy recede from us at a higher speed simply because

it is

farther

away?

An analogy will help
law

clear.

to

make

Consider a lecture

the meaning of the

hall

spaced uniformly, so that everyone
his

whose
is

seats are

separated

from

neighbors in front, in back, and to either side by

a distance of, say, three feet.

expands rapidly, doubling

you
that

Now suppose the

its size

hall

in a short time. If

are seated in the middle of the hall,

you will

find

your immediate neighbors have moved away
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now at a distance of six feet. Howa person on the other side of the hall, who was

from you and
ever,

are

originally at a distance
is

from you

300

of, say,

feet,

now 600 feet away. In the interval of time in which

your

close neighbors

the person
distance

moved

on the other

three feet farther away,

side of the hall increased his

from you by 300

feet. Clearly,

he

is

reced-

ing at a faster speed.

This

is

the

Hubble Law, or

panding Universe.

It applies

the

Law

of the Ex-

not only to the Cosmos,

but also to inflating balloons and loaves of bread

ris-

ing in the oven. All uniformly expanding objects are

governed by

this

law; If the seats in the lecture hall

moved apart in any other way, they would pile up in
one part of the

hall

moved outward

or another; similarly,

if

galaxies

with any law other

in accordance

than Hubble's law, they would pile up in one part of
the Universe or another.

One

point remains to be explained.

Slipher and
galaxies? It

directly

Humason measure
is

impossible to

by tracking

How

the speeds of distant

make such measurements

a galaxy across the sky, because

the great distances to these objects render their
tions imperceptible

did

when they

^

are observed

mo-

from

THE EXPANDING UNIVERSE
night to night, or even from year to year.
spiral

galaxy to

us,

The closest

Andromeda, would have

observed for 500 years before

it

to be

moved a measurable

distance across the sky.

The method

used by astronomers

depends on the fact that

from the
mal.''^

earth,

its

when

moves away

a galaxy

color becomes redder than nor-

The degree of the color change is proportional

to the speed of the galaxy. This effect

red

and

indirect,

is

shift.

Slipher.

The

This fact was

red

shift,

first

is

shift

discovered

which betrays the

movements of the galaxies,

called the

show a distinct red

All distant galaxies

in their color.

is

by

retreating

the basis for the picture

of the expanding Universe.

How

is

the red shift

or similar device

is

The

measured?

First, a

attached to a telescope.

spreads out the light
*

itself

prism

The prism

from the moving galaxy

into a

a train of waves in
moves away from the
observer, the waves are stretched or lengthened by the receding motion. The length of a light wave is perceived by
the eye as its color; short waves create the sensation that
we call "blue," while long waves create the sensation of
"red." Thus, the increase in the length of the light waves
coming from a receding object is perceived as a reddening

space.

effect occurs because light

When

the source of the hght

effect.

S7

is
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band of colors

like a

rainbow. This band of colors

called a spectrum. In the next step, the

recorded on a photographic

trum of the galaxy is

plate. Finally, the spec-

light.

The comparison

of

two spectra determines the red shift.

The
the

is

up alongside the spectrum

nonmoving source of

of a
the

lined

spectrum

is

illustration

on the facing page shows how

method works. The photographic images of the

several galaxies are

shown

at left,

while the spectra

of the same galaxies, recorded photographically, aptapering bands of light.

The

pear at right

as

vertical lines

above and below each tapering band

are the spectrum of a

which is placed

directly

short,

nonmoving source of

light,

on the photograph for com-

parison.

The

spectra of the galaxies are rather indistinct

because the galaxies are faint and far away.
ever, each

This

is

spectrum contains one important feature.

the pair of dark lines circled in white.

lines are colors created

galaxy,

the

which make

by atoms of calcium

The

in the

useful markers for determining

amount of the red

The

How-

shift in a galaxy's

spectrum.

triangle points to the position the calcium

colors normally

would have
SS

in the galaxy's spec-

THE EXPANDING UNIVERSE

The diffuse spots of light in the photographs above are galaxies.
The galaxies in the lower photographs, indicated by arrows, are
barely visible because they are several billion light years away.
The spectrum for each galaxy is the tapering band of light on the
right.

For each spectrum, the position of the encircled pair of dark

lines indicates the

amount

of the red shift.

|[lj
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trum,

The
circle

distance
is

the

between

amount of the red

us.

and the white

this pointer
shift.

The topmost photograph shows

a galaxy that

about 70 miUion light years from

enough

away from

galaxy were not moving

if this

us.

is

It is close

to appear as a large, luminous shape, but too

distant for us to see

colors in

its

its

The

individual stars.

calcium

spectrum are shifted toward the red by

small but significant amount.
treating galaxy, calculated

The

from

a

speed of this re-

its

red

shift,

turns

out to be three million miles an hour.

The

next galaxy

is

over one billion light years

away, and correspondingly smaller and
position of the calcium colors in
a

much

its

fainter.

The

spectrum reveals

greater shift toward the red, indicating a

greater velocity of recession.

The

red shift in the

spectrum of this galaxy corresponds to

a

speed of

1

26

million miles an hour.

The

third

and fourth galaxies are more than three

billion light years

away. Because of their great

tances, they appear as exceedingly small
objects.

and

dis-

faint

The red shifts in their spectra are very great,

and correspond to speeds of recession of more than
200 million miles an hour.
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If the

plotted

speeds and distances of the four galaxies are

on

a graph, as

Hubble plotted

surements 40 years ago, the points
line

fall

mea-

similar

on

a straight

below.
Speed
in

mph
400

million

300
million

200
million

100
million

2

3

4

billion

billion

billion

Distance in light years

The

line indicates a simple

speed and distance; that is,

if
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proportion between

one galaxy is twice

as far
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away from
twice as
ing

fast; if it is

away

tion

is

us as another,

it

will be

three times as far,

three times as

moving away
it

will be

mov-

and so on. This propor-

fast,

the mathematical statement of the

Hubble

Law.

The steepness of the
how fast the Universe

line in the
is

graph indicates

expanding; a steep line

means that the galaxies are moving away
speeds; that
line

is,

the Universe

is

at

very high

expanding rapidly.

A

with a gentle slope means that the galaxies are

retreating at relatively

modest speeds, hence the

Universe is expanding slowly.

These remarks about the steepness of the
the

line in

Hubble graph suggest an important check on the

theory of the expanding Universe. According to the
picture of the explosive birth of the Cosmos, the

Universe was expanding much more rapidly immediately after the explosion than

were around

to

it is

today. If someone

measure the speeds and distances of

the galaxies many billions of years ago, and he plotted
the same graph, a straight line
it

would be much

steeper than

that ancient graph,

today,

would

would
it is

concept of
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a

appear, but

today.

compared with

test the

still

A copy of

a similar

graph

Universe that had
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exploded outward and then slowed

down under the

pull of gravity.

Can

the test be performed?

be an impossible

task, since

That would seem

to

astronomical records do

not go back several billion years. But consider the
following
the

facts: the light that

Andromeda galaxy

years ago;

reaches the earth from

left that

galaxy

two

million

when an astronomer photographs An-

dromeda through

a telescope,

was two million years

earlier,

he sees that galaxy as

and not

as

it is

it

today.

Similarly, the light that reaches the earth today

from

the Virgo galaxy left the galaxy 70 million years ago.

A photograph of the galaxy shows
lion years in the past,

it

as it

was 70 mil-

and not as it is today.*

Now we see how to obtain a picture of the Universe as

it

was billions of years ago.

First,

photograph

galaxies that are within a distance of 100 million light
years.

These

galaxies will yield a picture of the ex-

panding Universe

as

it

has been during the

million years. Since 100 million years

*

This

is

is

last

100

a relatively

true in terrestrial affairs also, but the effect

is

too

When you see a friend across the
room you see him as he was in the past. How far in the past?
About one hundred-millionth of a second.
small to be important.
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short time

on

a

cosmic time

this picture to represent the
If the

scale,

we

Universe

can consider
as it

is

today.

speeds and distances of these relatively nearby

on

galaxies are plotted
straight line.

they should form a

The steepness of the line will tell us how

Universe

fast the

a graph,

is

expanding

at the

present time.

Next, extend the measurements farther out into
space, to galaxies

whose

500 million light years.

distances

The

from us

are about

speeds and distances of

these galaxies will give us another graph, and another
line,

whose steepness represents the

rate of expan-

sion of the Universe approximately 500 million years
ago. If the accuracy of our
to

go

still

measurements permits us

farther out into space,

axies at a distance of

one

we can measure gal-

billion light years,

and then

two billion light years, and so on. The farther out we
look in space, the farther back

way, using

we see in time.

In this

a giant telescope as a time machine,

we

can discover the conditions in the expanding Universe billions of years ago.

The

idea behind the

but the measurement
because

it is

measurement

is

very simple,

is

hard to carry out in practice

difficult to

measure the distances to re-

mote galaxies with the necessary accuracy. The most
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complete study made thus far has been carried out

on the 200-inch telescope by Allan Sandage.
compiled information on 42

galaxies,

space as far as six billion light years

He

ranging out in

from us. His mea-

surements indicate that the Universe was expanding

more rapidly

in the past than

it is

today."*

This

result

lends further support to the belief that the Universe

exploded into being.

* Sandage's

work provides

additional evidence against the

Steady State theory (page 15). If that theory were correct, the rate of expansion would never change.
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PLATE
arms of
stars.

1

.

THE WHIRLPOOL GALAXY

this spiral is

Young, hot

luminosity below

made up

of the light

stars give the

is

arms

.

The luminous glow

from

in the

billions of individual

their blue color.

The patch

of

a small satellite galaxy, held by the gravitational at-

traction of the multitude of stars in the Whirlpool.

PLATE

2.

A PECULIAR GALAXY.

strangest objects in the sky.

galaxy.

The dark lane

The

spherical

This galaxy

glow

in the

is

photograph

of matter running diagonally across

pears to have been ejected
forces, occurred in the center.

when an

one of the

explosion, created

its

is

the

face ap-

by unknown

PLATE

3.

BIRTHOFSTARS: THE TRIFID NEBULA.

ing masses of the Trifid nebula contain
stars,

imbedded

colors.

The

many newborn

in the nebula, radiate the

stars.

energy that creates

The glow-

Hot, young
its

beautiful

three dark lines running across the nebula are regions of

obscuring dust, which conceal the light of the stars behind them.

^^

BIRTH OF STARS: THE SERPENS NEBULA

PLATE

4.

nebula

also rich in

is

photograph
of

new

these

is

newly forming

stars.

Each small, dark region

a dense pocket of gas in the process of

The sun and earth formed out
four and one-half billion years ago.
stars.

becoming

This
in the

a cluster

of a dense pocket of gas like

PLATE 5. DEATH OF STARS: AN AGEING STAR — THE
RING NEBULA. This expanding shell of luminous gas is a star close to
the end of

its life,

with

its

billion years, the star will be
fer this fate.

Our

hydrogen

fuel nearly exhausted. In a

burned out and

few

invisible. All small stars suf-

sun, a modest-sized star, will burn out in six billion

^

«»

PLATE 6. DEATH OF STARS: AN EXPLODED STAR-THE
CRAB NEBULA. The Crab Nebula is a remnant of a massive star that
came

to the

explode

end of

when

to space. Later,

and

life

its life

their fuel

new

6000 years ago and exploded. All massive

is

stars

form out of the remains. The sun, the

on the earth are made from the remains of

and died a long time ago.

stars

exhausted, dispersing the substance of the star

stars that

earth,

exploded

PLATE 7. THE MILKY WAY: A CROSS-SECTION OF OUR
GALAXY. This photograph, showing a minute part of our Galaxy, indicates the multitude of stars in a typical galaxy. Every point of light in

the photograph

is

a

sun.

Our

sun,

viewed from a distance,

distinguishable from one of these points of light.

up

of billions of galaxies, each containing a

The Universe

is

is

in-

made

comparable multitude of

5

The

Birth

and Death of Stars

ABOUT THIRTY YEARS AGO

sciencc solvcd the

l\ mystery of the birth and death of
quired

new

stars,

and ac-

evidence that the Universe had a begin-

ning.

According
tronomers, a

hydrogen
Universe

star's life

that surge
is

by

to the story pieced together

filled

as-

begins in swirHng mists of

and eddy through space. The

with tenuous clouds of

this

dant gas, which makes up 99 per cent of

abun-

all

the

matter in the Cosmos. In the random motions of

such clouds, atoms sometimes come together by accident to form small, condensed pockets of gas. Stars
are

born

in these accidents.

Normally the atoms

fly apart again in a short
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time,

and the pocket of gas disperses to space.

ever, each

on

its

atom exerts a small gravitational

attraction

neighbor, which counters the tendency of the

atoms to

fly apart. If the

ciently large, the

number of atoms

any of the atoms

powerful enough to prevent

in the

pocket of gas from leaving

The pock-

the pocket and flying out into space again.

becomes

a

is suffi-

combined effect of all these separate

pulls of gravity will be

et

How-

permanent

mutual attraction of

all

entity, held together

the atoms within

it

by

the

upon one

another.

With

the passage of time, the continuing attrac-

tion of gravity, pulling

all

the atoms closer together,

causes the cloud to contract.

The atoms

''fall"

to-

ward the center of the cloud under the force of gravity; as

they

increases.
raises its

fall,

The

they pick up speed and their energy
increase in energy heats the gas and

temperature.

self-heating ball of gas

The

ball of gas

force of

center

its

own

The
is

shrinking, continuously

an embryonic star.

continues to collapse under the

weight, and the temperature at the

rises further.

After

1

million years the tem-

perature has risen to the critical value of 20 million

degrees Fahrenheit.

At this time,
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the diameter of the

STARS
ball has

shrunk to one million miles, which

of our sun and other typical

stars.

is

When

the size

the tem-

perature reaches 20 million degrees, a nuclear
flares

up

fire

in the center of the star, releasing vast

amounts of energy. The

release of nuclear

halts the further collapse of the ball of gas.

energy

The ener-

gy passes to the surface and is radiated away in the
form of heat and light. A new star has been born; another light has appeared in the heavens.

Throughout most of the
clear fires in

its

interior

life

of the

star,

the nu-

burn steadily, consuming hy-

drogen and leaving behind

a residue of heavier ele-

ments. These heavier elements are the ashes of the
star's fire.

Oxygen,

iron, copper,

and many other ele-

ments, ranging up to gold, lead, and uranium, are

included
mers,
this

all

way

among

the ashes. According to astrono-

the elements in the Universe are

formed

in

in the interiors of stars, out of the basic

building block of hydrogen.

At the end

of a

star's life,

when its reserves of nu-

clear fuel are exhausted, the star collapses

force of

its

own

under the

weight. In the case of a small

the collapse squeezes the entire mass into a

star,

volume

the size of the earth. Such highly compressed stars.
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called white dwarfs, have a density of ten tons per

cubic inch. Slowly the white dwarf radiates into
space the

A

last

of its heat and fades into darkness.

different fate awaits a large star. Its final col-

lapse
apart.

is

event which blows the star

a catastrophic

The

exploding star

called a supernova.

is

Supernovas blaze up with a brilliance

many

billions

of times greater than the brightness of the sun.

If

located nearby in our Galaxy,

it

the supernova

is

appears suddenly as a brilliant

new

star, visible in

the daytime.*

The supernova

explosion sprays the material of

the star out into space,

hydrogen

to

form

where

it

mingles with fresh

a mixture containing

all

92 ele-

ments. Later in the history of the galaxy, other stars
are

formed out of clouds of hydrogen which have

been enriched by the products of these explosions.

The sun

is

one of these

stars; it is a

recent arrival in

the Cosmos, and contains the debris of countless

supernova explosions dating back to the
years of our Galaxy.
*

Three supernovas

seen in the
6)

is

last

The

planets also contain the

naked eye have been
The Crab nebula (color plate

visible to the

1000 years.

earliest

one.
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STARS
debris;

and the

earth, in particular,

most entirely of

it.

is

composed

al-

We owe our corporeal existence

to events that took place billions of years ago, in stars

that lived and died long before the solar system

came

into being.

This beautiful theory allows the Universe to go on
forever in a timeless cycle of death and rebirth, but
for one disturbing fact. Fresh hydrogen
tial

ingredient in the plan;

energy by which
of

all

ment

it is

stars shine,

the

^nd

is

main source of the
it is

also the source

the other elements in the Universe.
a star

is

born

it

The mo-

begins to consume some of the

hydrogen

in the Universe,

hydrogen

until

it

the essen-

and continues to use up

Once hydrogen

dies.

has been

burned within that star and converted to heavier
ments,

it

can never be restored to

Minute by minute and year by
used up in

stars,

its

ele-

original state.

year, as

hydrogen

is

the supply of this element in the

Universe grows smaller.^

The Steady State theory, which suggests that fresh hydrogen is continually created throughout the Universe out
*

of nothing, avoids this irreversible change, since the freshly
created hydrogen can provide the ingredients for the for-

mation of new

stars to replace the old.
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this the-
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Reflecting on this situation, the astronomer turns
the clock back in his imagination and asks himself:

What was the world like billions of years ago?
ly there

was more hydrogen

time than there
ments.
still

is

in the Universe at that

today, and

Ten biUion years ago,

more hydrogen and

less

of the heavier ele-

there

still less

ments. Turning the clock back
a time

tained nothing but

hydrogen

would have been

of the heavier ele-

still

when

tronomer comes to

farther, the as-

the Universe con-

—no carbon, no oxy-

gen, and none of the other elements out of
planets and

life

are made.

Clear-

which

This point in time must

have marked the beginning of the Universe.

ory has become untenable because of the discovery of the
remnant of the cosmic fireball (page 15).
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Now THREE LINES

of Science

of cvideiice

—the motions

of the galaxies, the laws of thermodynamics,

and the

life

clusion;

all

ning.

story of the stars

—pointed

to one con-

indicated that the Universe had a begin-

A few scientists bit the bullet and dared to ask

''What came before the beginning? "
taker, a British physicist,

wrote

a

Edmund Whit-

book on

religion

and the new astronomy called The Beginning and

End

of the

World,

in

which he

said,

"There

ground for supposing that matter and energy

is

no

existed

before and was suddenly galvanized into action. For

what could

moments

distinguish that

in eternity?"

moment from

all

Whittaker concluded,

simpler to postulate creation ex
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other
"It

—Divine

is

will

.
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Nature from nothingness." Some were

constituting

"Who

even bolder, and asked

Mover?" The
a

British theorist,

mathematical

on

treatise

cluded by saying, ''As to the

was the Prime

Edward Milne, wrote
which con-

relativity

cause of the Uni-

first

verse, in the context of expansion, that

reader to insert, but our picture

is

is

left for

the

incomplete with-

out Him."

But the views of most physicists and astronomers
are closer to that of Saint Augustine,

who, asking

God was doing before he made Heaven
and Earth, gave the reply, "He was creating Hell for
people who asked questions like that." In fact, some
himself what

prominent

scientists

began to

feel the

same

irritation

over the expanding Universe that Einstein had expressed earlier. Eddington wrote in 193

1,

"I have

no

axe to grind in this discusion," but "the notion of a

beginning

is

repugnant to

me

... I

simply do not be-

lieve that the present order of things started off
a

bang

.

.

.

the expanding Universe

is

with

preposterous

.

.

me cold,'' The German chemist, Walter Nernst, wrote, "To deny the infinite duincredible

.

.

.it

ration of time

leaves

would be

tions of science."

to betray the very founda-

More recently,
112

Phillip

Morrison of

THE RELIGION OF SCIENCE

MIT said in a BBC film on cosmology, "I find it hard
to accept the Big

And

ity

who

Bang theory;

would

/

like to reject

Allan Sandage of Palomar Observatory,

established the uniformity of the expansion of

the Universe out to nearly ten billion light years,
said, 'It is

such a strange conclusion

really be true,^^

There

is

(The

They come from

you would expect

.

.

cannot

it

mine.)

a strange ring of feeling

these reactions.

brain.

italics are

,

and emotion in

the heart, whereas

the judgments to

come from

the

Why?

think part of the answer

is

that scientists cannot

bear the thought of a natural

phenomenon which

I

cannot be explained, even with unlimited time and

money. There

is

a

kind of religion in science;

the religion of a person

who

believes there

is

it is

order

and harmony in the Universe, and every event can
be explained in

a rational

way as the product of some

previous event; every effect must have

no

First Cause. Einstein wrote,

there

is

tist is

possessed

This religious

by

cause;

its

"The

scien-

the sense of universal causation."

faith of the scientist

is

violated

by

the

discovery that the world had a beginning under conditions in

which the known laws of physics
113
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valid,

and

as a

product of forces or circumstances

When

cannot discover.

we

that happens, the scientist

has lost control. If he really examined the implications,

he would be traumatized.

As usual when faced

with trauma, the mind reacts by ignoring the implications

—

in science this

speculate"

—or

by

it

calling

is

known

as ''refusing to

trivializing the origin of the

the Big Bang, as

if

world

the Universe were a

firecracker.

Consider the enormity of the problem. Science has

proven that the Universe exploded into being

What

at a

certain

moment.

effect?

Who or what put the matter and energy into

It asks,

the Universe?

Was

nothing, or was

it

ing materials?

And

cause produced this

the Universe created out of

gathered together out of pre-existscience cannot answer these

questions, because, according to the astronomers, in

the

first

moments

of

its

existence the Universe

was

compressed to an extraordinary degree, and con-

sumed by the heat of
tion.

The shock

a fire

beyond human imagina-

of that instant must have destroyed

every particle of evidence that could have yielded a
clue to the cause of the great explosion.

world, rich in structure and history,
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An

entire

may have existed
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before our Universe appeared; but

cannot

tell

planation

what kind of world

may

it

if it

was.

did, science

A sound exour

exist for the explosive birth of

Universe; but if it does, science cannot find out what

The scientist's
ends in the moment of creation.

the explanation

This

is

is.

an exceedingly strange development, un-

expected by

all

but the theologians.

ways accepted the word of the
ning

God

pursuit of the past

tery or explain

it

"Who

To which

can understand

to others? " It

is

have

al-

Bible: In the begin-

created heaven and earth.

Augustine added,

They

this

St.

mys-

unexpected because

science has had such extraordinary success in tracing

the chain of cause and effect

backward

in time.

have been able to connect the appearance of
this planet to the crossing

man on

of the threshold of

the manufacture of the chemical ingredients of

within

stars that

We
life,

life

have long since expired, the forma-

tion of those stars out of the primal mists,

and the

expansion and cooling of the parent cloud of gases

out of the cosmic

fireball.

Now we would like to pursue that inquiry farther
back in time, but the barrier to further progress
seems insurmountable.

It is
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year, another decade of

work, another measurement,

or another theory; at this

moment it seems as though

science will never be able to raise the curtain

mystery of creation. For the

by

his faith in the

like a

bad dream.

norance; he

is

power of

He

who

has lived

reason, the story ends

has scaled the mountains of ig-

about to conquer the highest peak;

he pulls himself over the
a

scientist

on the

band of theologians

final rock,

who

for centuries.
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he

have been

is

greeted

as

by

sitting there

Epilogue

ASTRONOMERS
Nowon THAT
how
Universe

began, what do they

the

have to say about

would seem

how it will end? At first thought, it

that the Universe

pand forever. As the
tances between

are generally agreed

them

must continue to exand the

galaxies fly apart
increase, space

Eventually every galaxy

is

dis-

grows emptier.

alone, with

no neighbor

in view.

Within the

isolated galaxies, the old stars

one by one, and fewer and fewer

formed

new

burn out
stars are

to replace them. Stars are the source of the

energy by which
the last star

is

darkness, and

all

beings

live.

When

the light of

extinguished, the Universe fades into
all life

comes to an end.
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But many astronomers

reject this picture of a dy-

ing Universe.

They beheve that the expansion of the

Universe

not continue forever because gravity,

v^ill

pulHng back on the outward-moving
slow their retreat.
strong,

it

may

If

galaxies,

the pull of gravity

is

must

sufficiently

bring the expansion to a halt at some

point in the future.

What will happen then? The answer is the crux of
this theory.

The

elements of the Universe, held in a

balance between the outward

momentum of the pri-

mordial explosion and the inward force of gravity,
stand momentarily at rest; but after the briefest instant,

always drawn together by gravity, they com-

mence

move toward one

to

another. Slowly at

first,

and then with increasing momentum, the Universe
collapses

under the

the galaxies of the

relentless pull of gravity.

Soon

Cosmos rush toward one another

with an inward movement

as violent as the

outward

movement of their expansion when the Universe
ploded

earlier.

ex-

After a sufficient time, they come into

contact; their gases mix; their atoms are heated

by

compression; and the Universe returns to the heat

and chaos from which

it

emerged many

years ago.
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And after that? No one knows. Some astronomers
say the Universe will never

come out of

this col-

lapsed state. Others speculate that the Universe will

rebound from the collapse
experience a

new moment

in a

new

explosion,

of Creation. According

to this view, our Universe will be melted

remade

in the caldron of the

become an

entirely

and

down and

second Creation.

new world,

in

which no

It will

trace of

the existing Universe remains.

In the reborn world, once again the hot, dense materials will

expand rapidly outward in

Later, gravity will slow

ball.

and

cosmic

fire-

down the expansion and

turn it into a collapse, followed
tion;

a

by still another Crea-

after that, another period of expansion,

and another collapse
This theory envisages a Cosmos that oscillates forever, passing

through an infinite number of moments

of creation in a never-ending cycle of birth, death

and

rebirth. It unites the scientific evidence for

explosive

an

moment of creation with the concept of an

eternal Universe. It also has the advantage of being

able to

answer the question:

What

preceded the

explosion?

The answer

offered

by
119
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is
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that prior to the explosion the Universe
state of increasing density

Universe approached

its

in a

and temperature. As the

maximum

compression,

the complex elements that had been
stars

was

all

made within

during the preceding cycle were melted down,

so to speak, into the basic

hydrogen out of which

they had originally been manufactured.

ment of maximum compression,

At

the

mo-

anothei* explosion

occurred and the Universe was born anew.

How

can

be tested?
sity of

this

theory of an Oscillating Universe

The answer is straightforward.

matter in the Universe

is

If the

den-

sufficiently great, the

gravitational attraction of the different parts of the

Universe on one another will be strong enough to
bring the expansion to a

halt,

and reverse

mence a renewed contraction.^ That is,
will be in an oscillating state.

On

it

to

com-

the Universe

the other hand,

the density of matter in the Universe

is

if

not great, the

force of gravity will not be sufficient to halt the expansion, and the Universe will continue to expand

*

A high density means that on the average, particles in the

Universe are relatively close to one another, and therefore,
their

mutual gravitational attraction
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is

strong.
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indefinitely into the future, as predicted

by

the Big-

Bang theory.
In other words, the density of matter in the Universe

is

a critical factor in deciding

between the two

What is the critical density of matter
required to slow down and reverse the expansion? A
cosmologies.

calculation

shows

that the present expansion of the

Universe will be halted
ter in the

the average density of mat-

if

Universe corresponds to

gen atom in a volume of

1

at least

one hydro-

cubic feet.

How does this threshold value of the density compare with the observed density of matter in the Universe?

The matter whose density can be most readily

estimated
visible

is

that

form,

as

tions of gas. If

which

is

luminous

present in the galaxies in a
stars

and dense concentra-

we were to smear out the

ter in the galaxies into a

visible

uniform distribution

mat-

filling

the entire Universe, the density of this smeared-out
distribution of matter

would be too

small

by

a fac-

tor of 1000 to halt the expansion.

Since energy

theory of

is

equivalent to matter

relativity,

the contribution

we must add

by

Einstein's

to the above figure

from various types of radiant en-

ergy in the Universe, such
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as starlight

and the

pri-
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mordial

fireball radiation.

These forms of energy

turn out to increase the average density of matter

by one or two percent, which is not enough to

affect

the outcome.

What
it is

about matter that

is

unobservable because

not luminous? For example,

exist in the galaxies in the

the space between the

this

matter could

form of nonluminous gas in

stars,

or as dead

stars,

or as stars

of very low mass and negligible luminosity.
also

could

be present in the form of gas in the space be-

tween the

stars,

or in the space between the galaxies.

The invisible matter is very
its

It

difficult to detect,

amount can be estimated by an

but

indirect method.

Galaxies usually are grouped in clusters, the galaxies
in a cluster being held together

mutual gravitational

by

the force of their

attraction. In such a cluster, the

individual galaxies revolve around one another in a

swarming motion,

like bees in a hive.

ter a cluster of galaxies contains

or invisible

—the stronger the

the faster the

—

in

The more mat-

any form, visible

pull of

its

gravity,

swarming motions of the galaxies.

velocities of the galaxies in a cluster

If

and
the

can be measured,

the total mass of the cluster can be calculated.

This idea has been applied to
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a large cluster of gal-
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axies called the

Coma cluster. The Coma cluster con-

—each with

billions of stars

tains 11,000 galaxies

packed into

a small space

with only 300,000 light

years separating each galaxy

from

its

neighbors.

It is

one of the largest organized masses in the Universe.

The results are surprising. On the basis of the motions of the galaxies in the Coma cluster, the amount
of matter

it

contains in an invisible

thirty times greater than the

form of luminous

stars

form

is

roughly

amount present

in the

and other directly observable

objects. Yet, although the estimated density of
ter in the

Universe

is

this determination, it

mat-

greatly increased as a result of
is still

more than ten times too

small to bring the expansion of the Universe to a
halt.

Thus, the

facts indicate that the

pand forever.

We

still

come

Universe will ex-

across pieces of mass

here and there in the Universe, and someday

may find the missing matter,
the moment is that it will not

but the consensus
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at

be found. According

to the available evidence, the

darkness.

we

end

will

come

in

Supplement: The

First

Billion Years

WHY

THE UNIVERSE begin in an exploWhat were conditions like before the

DID

sion?

Did the Universe even

explosion?

exist prior to that

moment? Most astronomers decline to consider these
questions.

Milne wrote, ''We can make no proposi-

tions about the state of affairs [in the beginning]

the Divine act of creation

unwitnessed."

More

God

recently,

Princeton University,

who

is

;

in

unobserved and

James Peebles, of

has

made important

contributions to the theory of the expanding Universe, said,

"What

the Universe

was

like at

minus one, before the big bang, one has no

The equations refuse to tell us,
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I

day
idea.

refuse to speculate."

SUPPLEMENT
But assuming that some unknown force brought
the Universe into being in a hot and highly

com-

pressed state, physicists can predict with confidence

what happened

thereafter. Because of

compHcations

introduced by the branch of physics called quantum
mechanics, their predictions do not start in the very

—

instant of the explosion

was

infinite

ment,

—but only

when

10^^ tons

the density

10"^^

was

per cubic inch.^

verse that

we

which time the density

at

seconds after that
a finite,

mo-

but staggering,

At this stage all of the Uni-

can see today was packed into the

space of an atomic nucleus.

The

pressure and tem-

perature were also extremely high, and the Universe

was

a fiery sea of radiation,

emerged only to

fall

from which

particles

back, disappearing and reap-

pearing ceaselessly.

The Universe expanded
one second

rapidly,

old, the density

and when

it

was

had fallen to the density

of water and the temperature had decreased a billion
degrees.

At

this

it

—

electrons, protons, neutrons,

and

There are no names for numbers this large. Written
would fill two lines of the page with zeroes.

out,

blocks of matter

*

time the fundamental building
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their antimatter counterparts, as well as the ghostlike particles called neutrinos

—condensed out of the

sea of hot radiation like droplets of

molten

steel

con-

densing out of the metallic vapor in a furnace.

The Universe

continued to expand, and the tem-

When

perature dropped further.

it fell

to

around

10 million degrees, protons and neutrons stuck to-

gether in groups of four to form helium nuclei. This

happened when the Universe was about three minutes old. Calculations indicate that roughly 30 per

cent of the hydrogen in the Universe was trans-

formed into helium in this way,

in the first three

min-

utes of the Universe's existence.
It

might be expected that after helium was formed,

other substances would be built up in more complicated nuclear reactions, until
ical

all

the remaining

chem-

elements existed. However, the calculations in-

dicate that this does not occur.

wide gap
nucleus.

exists

By

The

reason

is

that a

between helium and the next

stable

the time helium had been formed, and

the next step was about to

commence, the tempera-

ture and density in the Universe had fallen so
that the gap could not be crossed.
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Thus, the theory of the expanding Universe accounts for the presence of an abundance of hydro-

gen and hehum in the Universe, but it fails to explain
the existence of carbon, oxygen, iron, gold and

other chemical elements.
births

Only

and deaths described

in

all

the

the story of stellar

Chapter

5

can explain

the presence of these substances in the world today.

After the

first

three minutes, nothing

pened for the next million
tion, left

years.

over from the cosmic

much

A glow

fireball,

hap-

of radia-

pervaded the

Universe, obscuring visibility like a thick fog. Particles

moved

erratically

through the fog, colliding

with other particles and sometimes with packets of
radiant energy.

When

the Universe

was about one million years

An atom con-

old,

atoms appeared for the

sists

of an electron circling in orbit around a nucleus.

When

the Universe

first

time.

was younger and

hotter,

any

electron captured into an orbit around a nucleus to

form an atom was knocked out of

its

orbit almost

immediately, under the smashing impact of the violent colHsions that

But by

now

occur

at

very high temperatures.

the temperature had fallen sufficiently
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SO that

most electrons could remain

they were captured.

From

this

in orbit after

moment

on,

much

of the matter in the Universe consisted of atoms.

At

the same time the obscuring fog of radiation

became

trans-

reason for this change was that

light,

cleared up, and the Universe suddenly
parent.

which

The
is

a

electrically

form of

radiation,

charged

particles,

protons; however, atoms,
tral,

cannot pass through
such

which

as electrons

and

are electrically neu-

do not block radiation appreciably. As soon

the electrons in the Universe had

as

combined with

protons or other nuclei to form atoms, rays of light

were
it

able to travel great distances unhindered,

became

possible to see

and

from one end of the Uni-

verse to the other. ^

The void of space

has remained transparent

down

to the present day. This fact has enabled astronomers
to see far out into the Universe,

and

far

back into

time. In recent years they have photographed quasars

—

galaxy-like objects of exceptional brilliance

at distances of

1

5 billion light years.

When we

see

Of course, no eye was present to perceive the Universe.
Neither galaxies, stars, planets nor life existed at that time.
*
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these quasars,

we

billion years ago,

observe the Universe as

it

was

1

only a few billion years after the

One might hope

beginning cosmic explosion.

that

with an even larger telescope the astronomer could
look back to the

earliest

moments

in the life of the

now we know that because of the obscuring fog of radiation, we will never be able to see
Universe. But

anything that happened in the
alone the

first

first

million years, let

few minutes.

Returning to the main story, with the further
passage of time the materials of the expanding Universe cooled and condensed into galaxies, and, within

the galaxies, into

stars.

The

galaxies

began to form

when the Universe was roughly one billion years old.

The formation

of stars probably began shortly after

the formation of the

first galaxies.

After nearly 20

billion years of continuing expansion, the

reached the

state in

which

it
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exists today.
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